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ABSTARCT: Cloud-based data storage service has drawn increasing interests from both academic and industry in the 

recent years due to its efficient and low cost management. Since it provides services in an open network, it is urgent for 

service providers to make use of secure data storage and sharing mechanism to ensure data confidentiality and service 

user privacy. To protect sensitive data from being compromised, the most widely used method is encryption. However, 

simply encrypting data cannot fully address the practical need of data management. Besides, an effective access control 

over download request also needs to be considered so that Economic Denial of Sustainability attacks cannot be 

launched to hinder users from enjoying service. In this scheme, we consider the dual access control, in the context of 

cloud-based storage, in the sense that we design a control mechanism over both data access and download request 

without loss of security and efficiency. Two dual access control systems are designed in this paper, where each of them 

is for a distinct designed setting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Dual access control for cloud-based data storage and sharing is a security mechanism that provides a layered approach 

to protecting sensitive data stored in the cloud. It combines two levels of access control: one at the cloud service 

provider's side and the other at the user's side. The cloud service provider manages the access control policies and 

enforces them at the cloud level, while users manage their own access control polices and enforce them at the user 

level. This approach ensures that only authorized users can access and share sensitive data, while preventing 

unauthorized access. Dual access control is particularly useful for organizations that require strict data security 

measures to protect confidential information. By implementing dual access control, organizations can enhance the 
protection of sensitive data and maintain control over who has access to it. 

 

Due to its extensive list of advantages, which includes access freedom and the lack of local data management, 

inmanyInternet-based commercial products (suchas Apple iCloud). Nowadays, a growing number of people and 

businesses prefer to outsource their data to faraway clouds in order to avoid having to upgrade their local data 

management facilities or devices. However, one of the biggest barriers preventing Internet users from embracing cloud-

based storage services generally may be their concern about security breaches involving outsourced data. Outsourced 

data may need to be subsequently shared with others in many practical scenarios. Alice, a Dropbox user, might send her 

friends pictures [1]. Without employing data encryption, Alice must first create a sharing link and then distribute it to 

others in order to share the images. The sharing link may be exposed at the Dropbox administration level, even though 

it guarantees some level of access restriction over unauthorized users (for example, those who are not Alice’s friends) 
(e.g., administrator could reach the link). A simple solution to prevent shared photos from being accessed by system 
"insiders" is to specify the group of authorized data users before encrypting the data. However, Alice might not always 

be aware of who will be receiving or using the photos. Alice might only be aware of attributes related to photo 

receivers. One of the emerging developments is distributed computing.  

 

Recently, both academia and businesses have been paying a lot of attention to cloud storage services. Due to a wide 

group of benefits, it includes freedom of access and absence limited information management, this can widely using in 

many internet applications (such as Apple iCloud). Nowadays, most of businesses and people choosing their data 
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outsource to remote clouds. So that they don't have to upgrade their on-premises or data management devices. The 

main biggest challenge is to preventing users from internet widely adopting the cloud storage services is the fear of 

involving outsourced data in security breaches. The outsourced data can be shared subsequently to the others in many 

real-world scenarios. For example, Alice could send her pictures with Dropbox. The set of authorized data users 

identifying before data is encrypted in a simple technique. To prevent photos shared from read by system “insiders” 
who have to access the system. However, Alice may occasionally be completely unaware of the recipient or user of the 

photos. The probability that Alice is single has an understanding of the characteristics of photo receivers. Traditional 
public key encryption, such as Paillier encryption, cannot be used in this situation because it required to know the 

encrypt or identity of the receiver data in advance. Therefore, it would be ideal to provide policy based encryption 

mechanisms on external photos so that Alice can use mechanisms to give access policies for encrypted photos. It can be 

select only the authorized people, they can access the photos. By using dummy cipher texts to confirm the receiver’s 
data decryption permissions is a crude solution to checking download requests. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

1. Dual Access Control for Cloud-Based Data Storage and Sharing 
Author - JiantingNing, Xinyi Huang 

Year-2022 
Cloud-based data storage service has drawn increasing interests from both academic and industry in the recent years 

due to its efficient and low cost management. Since it provides services in an open network, it is urgent for service 

providers to make use of secure data storage and sharing mechanism to ensure data confidentiality and service user 

privacy. To protect sensitive data from being compromised, the most widely used method is encryption. However, 

simply encrypting data (e.g., via AES) cannot fully address the practical need of data management. Besides, an 

effective access control over download request also needs to be considered so that Economic Denial of Sustainability 

(EDoS) attacks cannot be launched to hinder users from enjoying service. In this article, we consider the dual access 

control , in the context of cloud-based storage, in the sense that we design a control mechanism over both data access 

and download request without loss of security and efficiency. Two dual access control systems are designed in this 

article, where each of them is for a distinct designed setting. The security and experimental analysis for the systems are 

also presented. 

 
2. Dual Access Control for Cloud Based Data Storage and Sharing 
Author - Mrs. T. Ratnamala 2 Syed Ameer Sohail 

Year-2023 

Dual access control for cloud-based data storage and sharing is a security mechanism that allows authorized users to 

access and share sensitive data while preventing unauthorized access. This approach employs two levels of access 

control: one at the cloud service provider's side and the other at the user's side. The cloud service provider manages the 

access control policies and enforces them at the cloud level, while users manage their own access control policies and 

enforce them at the user level This approach provides a layered securing model that enhances the protection of sensitive 

data stored in the cloud, particularly for organizations with strict data security requirements. This abstract summarizes 

the key concepts of dual access control for cloud-based data storage and sharing and highlights its benefits for ensuring 

data privacy and security. 

 

3. Dual Access Control for Cloud Based Data Storage and Sharing 
Author - Mrs. T. Ratnamala 2 Syed Ameer Sohail 

Year-2023 

Cloud-based data storage service has drawn increasing interests from both academic and industry in the recent 

yearsdueto its efficient and low cost management. Since it provides services in an open network, it is urgent for service 

providers to make use of secure data storage and sharing mechanism to ensure data confidentiality and service user 

privacy. To protect sensitive data frombeing compromised, the most widely used method is encryption. However, 

simply encrypting data cannot fully address the practical need of data management. Besides, an effective access control 

over download request also needs to be considered so that Economic Denial of Sustainability attacks cannot be 

launched to hinder users from enjoying service. In this scheme, we consider the dual access control, in the context of 

cloud-based storage, in the sense that we design a control mechanism over both data access and download request 
without loss of security and efficiency. Two dual access control systems are designed in this paper, where each of them 

is for a distinct designed setting. 
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III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 
Due to its effective and affordable administration, cloud-based data storage has recently attracted growing attention 

from academia and business. Since services are delivered via an open network, it is critical for service providers to 

adopt secure data storage and sharing mechanisms to protect user privacy and the confidentiality of data. The most 

popular technique for preventing the compromise of sensitive data is encryption. The actual necessity for data 

management, however, cannot be completely met by just encrypting data (for instance, using AES). Additionally, a 
strong access control over download requests must be taken into account to prevent Economic Denial of Sustainability 

(EDoS) assaults from being performed to prevent users from using the service. This study takes into account dual 

access control in the context of cloud-based storage in the sense that we create a control mechanism over both data 

access and download requests without sacrificing security and effectiveness. This article presents the design of two dual 

access control systems, one for each intended environment. There is also a presentation of the systems' experimental 

and security analyses. 

 

DISADVANTAGES 

 Dual access control in the context of cloud-based data storage and security refers to a mechanism where data 

access is controlled by two distinct factors or entities, adding an extra layer of security.  

 This can involve combining traditional authentication methods (such as usernames and passwords) with additional 
factors like biometric authentication, hardware tokens, or time-based constraints. Dual access control adds an extra 

layer of security, making it more difficult for unauthorized users to gain access to sensitive data. 

 Even if one factor is compromised, the attacker would still need to overcome the second factor. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Dual access control can help protect user privacy by ensuring that only authorized personnel can access personal or 

sensitive data. Cloud-based storage often involves remote access. Dual access control helps secure remote access points 

and prevents unauthorized individuals from gaining entry. By requiring multiple authentication factors, organizations 

can establish a clearer trail of accountability for data access. This can be crucial in case of unauthorized access 

incidents. Dual access control makes it more difficult for attackers to succeed in phishing attacks. Even if a user's 

password is compromised through phishing, the attacker would still need the second factor to gain access. Dual access 
control can be used to grant temporary access to users for specific tasks or time periods. Once the time limit expires, 

access is automatically revoked. Organizations can implement different levels of access control for different data or 

resources, ensuring that only authorized individuals can access specific parts of the cloud storage incorporating dual 

access control into cloud-based data storage and security strategies can provide robust protection against unauthorized 

access, data breaches, and cyber threats. However, it's important to carefully implement and manage such systems to 

balance security with user convenience and usability. 

 

ADVANTAGES 

 In cloud-based storage services, there's a known type of attack called a resource-exhaustion attack. Imagine the 

cloud as a big storage space where people can download their files from. But because the cloud doesn't really limit 

how many times someone can ask to download something, a person with bad intentions could send tons and tons of 
download requests to the cloud server. 

 This would be like flooding it with too many requests, and as a result, the cloud service wouldn't be able to handle 

all these requests, leaving regular users without proper access.  

 This is called a denial-of-service (DoS) or distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack. 

 

V. MODULES DESCRIPTION 

 

Dual Access Control Framework 
The practical implementation of the dual access control framework is described, including how ABAC and RBAC 

policies are defined, enforced, and integrated into the cloud environment.  
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Data owner: 
 Data owner holds the data and wants to outsource his data to the cloud. In particular, data owners only want to share 

their data with those who satisfy certain conditions (e.g., student, professors or principal). They will be offline once 

their data have been uploaded to the cloud.  

 

Data User:  
Data user wants to download and decrypt the encrypted data shared in the cloud. Those who are authorized can 
download the encrypted file and further decrypt it to access the plaintext.  

 

Authority: 
 Authority is responsible for initializing system parameters and data user registration. Also, it handles the call request 

from the cloud in the first proposed construction. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
We addressed an interesting and long-lasting problem in cloud-based data sharing, and presented two dual access 

control systems. The proposed systems are resistant to DDoSs/EDoS attacks. We state that the technique used to 

achieve the feature of control on download request is “transplantable” to other CP-ABE constructions. Our 
experimental results show that the proposed systems do not impose any significant computational and communication 

overhead. 

 

VII. FEATURE ENHANCEMENT 

 
In conclusion, dual access control can be an effective security measure for cloud-based data storage and sharing. By 

using a combination of authentication and authorization controls, dual access control helps to prevent unauthorized 

access to sensitive data and ensures that only authorized users can view or modify data. In addition, it can help to 

improve accountability by allowing administrators to monitor access and usage of data. However, it's important to 

remember that no security measure is fool-proof, and implementing dual access control should be done in conjunction 

with other security measures such as encryption, regular data backups, and employee training. Overall, dual access 

control is an important component of a comprehensive security strategy for cloud-based data storage and sharing. 
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